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  Grade 7 Vocabulary 

Word Meanings 

Week 44 

Directions: Look at the words in the list below. There is a definition and two 

phrases to help you learn the new vocabulary. 

Word Meaning Examples 

stroke 

(noun) 

a sudden disabling 

attack caused by an 

interruption of blood 

flow to the brain 

“had a massive stroke”; “disabled 

by a stroke” 

oxygen 

(noun) 

a colorless, reactive, 

odorless gas that is the 

life supporting 

component of air 

“placed on oxygen”; “oxygen levels 

were down” 

nutrients 

(noun)  

substances that provide 

nourishment that are 

essential for maintaining 

life 

“necessary nutrients”; “fish as a 

source of nutrients” 

disabilities 

(noun) 

a condition that limits a 

person’s senses, 

movements, or activities 

“physical disabilities”; “had 

multiple disabilities” 
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Word  Meaning Examples 

clot 

(adjective) 

to coagulate, set, or 

form clots (coagulated 

blood) 

“began to clot”; “needed to clot” 

paramedic 

(noun)  

 

a person trained to 

offer emergency medical 

care usually outside a 

hospital 

“helped by a paramedic”; “call a 

paramedic” 

prep  

(verb) 

preparing something “surgical prep”; “prep the room” 

thrombectomy 

(noun) 

 

surgery to remove a 

blood clot 

“schedule a thrombectomy”; “need 

a thrombectomy” 

shudder 

(verb) 

 

to shake, shiver, or 

tremble convulsively 

“began to shudder”; “shudder with 

horror” 

mobility 

(noun) 

 

the ability to move easily 

and freely 

“limited mobility”; “retaining 

mobility” 
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Word Meaning Examples 

cognition 

(noun) 

a mental action of 

acquiring knowledge and 

understanding 

“increased cognition”; “check her 

cognition” 

neurologist 

(noun) 

a specialist for the 

anatomy, disorders, and 

functions of the nervous 

system 

“find a new neurologist”; “need a 

neurologist” 

disparity 

(noun) 

a big difference, 

inconsistency, imbalance 

“disparity of the abilities”; “a 

noticeable disparity” 

neurons 

(noun) 

nerve cells “neurons transmit nerve impulses”; 

“affecting the neurons” 

numbness 

(noun) 

state of being numb, 

paralysis, insensibility 

“numbness on one side”; “numbness 

and tingling” 

 

 

 
 


